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reflective light can be smaller than a backlight
and consumes less power. Transreflective
screens only use a backlight when reflective
light is unavailable, such as outside after dark.

Active vs. passive-matrix displays. The
biggest differences among LCDs are between
passive-matrix and active-matrix screens.
Passive-matrix LCDs are less expensive and use
less power than active-matrix screens but have a
poorer quality. Passive-matrix screens have a
smaller viewing angle, a longer response time,
and a higher risk of ghosting than their active-
matrix counterparts. The longer the response
time, the more opportunity for our eyes to see
the flicker of images refreshing. 

The passive-matrix category includes twisted
nematic, supertwisted nematic, color super-twist
nematic, double-layer supertwist nematic, multi-
line addressing, and dual scan screens. TNs
(Twisted nematic screens) give a 90-degree twist
to the liquid crystals and light rays they emit.
This is one of the most popular and inexpensive
types of passive matrix screens, and it displays
black images on a gray background.

STNs (Supertwisted nematic LCDs) twist the
liquid crystal molecules 180 to 240 degrees. The
more twists an LCD has, the higher the contrast
and the wider the viewing angle.

CSTNs (Color super-twist nematic screen)
have a quick response time of 100ms (milli-
seconds), which means it takes a pixel 100ms to
act on command from the panel controller.

CSTNs have a 140-degree wide viewing angle
and high-quality color. They cost half the price
of active matrix LCDs with comparable quality.

DSTNs (Double-layer supertwist nematic
monitors) use two display layers to minimize
color shifting. Most have a response time of ap-
proximately 300ms, refreshing the screen image
approximately every one-third of a second,
which is rather slow in the computer world. 

Multiline addressing screens send a signal to
all the pixels in a row or column at once, increas-
ing the response time for each pixel. They have
better contrast than regular passive-matrix
screens, they minimize ghosting and increase
viewing angles, and they offer great video out-
put because of their short switching speeds. 

Dual-scan LCDs toe the line between active-
and passive-matrix screens. Dual scans divide
the screen into two sections and refresh both at
the same time, doubling the number of lines
scanned at once. A dual-scan screen uses less
power than an active-matrix screen but isn’t 
as sharp. It reduces but does not eliminate the
ghosting effects of passive-matrix screens. This
type of LCD is often used in portable computers.

Active-matrix screens have much quicker
response times than passive-matrix screens,
have the polarizing filters printed right on the
glass plates, and can be thinner than their pas-
sive counterparts. An active-matrix screen can
respond faster because each pixel is controlled
by one to four of its own transistors, which

allows for much higher refresh rates. The active-
matrix screen has a 90-degree twist. It has the
best resolution of all LCDs but is also the most
expensive. Active-matrix displays can have an
extra polarizing filter matrix, for a total of three,
so each color has its own matrix. This eliminates
ghosting, and the images on an active-matrix
screen can be as sharp as those on a CRT. 

Active-matrix LCDs are often called TFTs
(thin film transistors), the name of their most
popular type. TFTs have transistor grids that
turn rows and columns of cells on and off, illu-
minating the pixels at a row and column inter-
section point when both transistors are on. 

So far, desktop TFTs can be as large as 19.7
inches and typically have a 1,280 x 1,024 pixel
resolution. On the horizon is a new breed of
large but expensive TFTs such as Sharp
Electronics' LC-28HM2, which runs $16,995
(MSRP) and boasts a 28-inch viewable area and
1,280 x 768 resolution.

Ferroelectric LCDs, using FLCs (ferroelectric
liquid crystals) on passive-matrix screens, are
now a reality. FLCs require less power to pro-
duce high-quality images; they are bistable,
meaning power is only required when a pixel
changes states. FLCs are permanently polarized
and spiral in nature, and ferroelectric LCDs are
many times faster than standard DSTNs.

Digital Visual Interface. Until recently, one
roadblock to expanding the LCD market arose
because LCDs require a digital signal. Conven-
tional graphics cards convert a digital graphics
signal into an analog signal to accommodate
CRT monitors. For LCDs, another step is re-
quired to reconvert the signal from analog back
to digital. The expense of reconverting the signal
kept LCD prices high until the development of
DVI (Digital Visual Interface) technology, which
removes the middleman and keeps the digital
signal intact throughout the process.

As a result of DVI development, some manu-
facturers began producing DVI graphics cards
capable of both digital-to-digital and digital-to-
analog signal transmission. This sparked a wild-
fire of competition and the first real market pres-
ence of multiple-chip graphics cards capable of
dual-display configurations from a single PC.
Previously, the only solution was to install mul-
tiple graphics cards in the PC. There are draw-
backs to this solution because it can require a
mix of a generic PCI (Peripheral Component
Interconnect) bus with an AGP (Accelerated
Graphics Port) interface, which requires more
power than many PCs can muster.

Today many graphics cards, including
NVIDIA's GeForce2 MX, feature dual-display

LCD Manufacturer Sales In Late 2000

D isplaySearch calculated that Fujitsu  domi-
nated the desktop LCD market in the 

last quarter of 2000, selling 8.6% of 
the 1.95 million LCDs sold. This 
marks the first time NEC did not 
lead the LCD monitor market.

■ Fujitsu
■ NMV (NEC-Mitsubishi)
■ NEC PC
■ Samsung
■ Sony
■ IBM
■ Philips
■ Other
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